The AMA Queensland Foundation is about supporting you and your medical colleagues who are filling in the gaps, delivering and championing vital services and projects outside of those catered for by the public health system for Queenslanders in need.

Established in 2000 by a group of like-minded doctors, the Foundation is your way of making a real and tangible difference in the lives of those suffering at the hands of a failing health system - beyond what you can achieve in your day-to-day work. Your donations provide an alternative means for financing essential services for people in need, medical research, and education.

Government funding for equipment and services is limited and insufficient. More often than you realise, those with genuine needs and causes that don’t fit into the neat boxes of other health-specific charities continue to suffer or go without vital equipment and medical treatment.

The medical community must band together, not only to support the work of the Foundation but to advocate on behalf of those who need our support. We need a far wider commitment by doctors - as well as those in the community touched by the good work of medical practitioners - to ‘do good’.

“It’s time to step up to the mark, colleagues, and pronounce that we are doctors doing good and that we invite colleagues and patients who are passionate about helping others to know of our work.” - Dr Steve Hambleton, AMA Queensland Foundation President
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DO YOU KNOW OF A PROJECT WHICH NEEDS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE?
CONTACT THE AMA QUEENSLAND FOUNDATION

Phone: (07) 3872 2222
Email: amaqfoundation@amaq.com.au
Website: www.amaqfoundation.com.au